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Modératrice Hélène Pouliot: L’objectif de cette séance est d’évaluer les diverses façons qu’utilisent les sociétés pour calculer le 
capital économique et les usages de cette information pour encadrer les décisions de gestion. Permettez-moi de vous présenter 
notre panel ce matin: Doug Brooks, qui est vice-président et chef de la division des risques chez Sun Life. Ralph Ovsec est vice-
président senior et actuaire désigné chez Swiss Re.

Notre ordre du jour ce matin est comme suit. Chez Sun Life, le projet de capital économique s’est développé dans le cadre de 
la gestion du risque de l’entreprise. Doug va nous expliquer les méthodes qu’ils ont mises sur pied pour calculer le capital éco-
nomique, ces méthodes variant selon les divers risques. Il va aussi nous parler des risques associés aux divers modèles mis en 
place pour ces calculs complexes. Chez Swiss Re, le projet de valeur économique a débuté il y a environ deux ans et il continue 
son évolution. Ralph va nous entretenir sur les approches que ces collègues d’Europe ont développées afin de mesurer le capital 
économique selon les risques de l’entreprise, et tout particulièrement le risque de mortalité. Il va également nous parler du 
capital économique dans le contexte de la détermination des valeurs économiques de la compagnie. Je débuterai la discussion 
avec les résultats de deux sondages d’industrie récente sur la définition du capital économique et sur les façons qu’il peut être 
utilisé dans la gestion. Je vais aussi discuter de quelques problèmes clefs dans l’établissement du capital économique et, de façon 
générale, parler des outils utilisés pour mesurer le capital économique.

I am going to switch to English now. So the industry results that I will be discussing come from two main surveys, both done in 
2002. The first one is a Tillinghast Enterprise Risk Management in the Insurance Industry which we did in 2002, as well as the 
survey that we helped construct with the SOA which was the SOA Risk Management Task Force on Economic Capital which 
did an online survey in the same year.

Now more recently, early this year actually, we did a survey of North American CFOs and much of the information we collected 
on that most recent survey confirmed the information we collected back in 2002.

Just briefly, I will tell you a little bit about who the survey respondents were, so contrasting, comparing the Tillinghast survey 
and the SOA survey. The Tillinghast survey had 94 respondents. Most of them were CFOs, CROs and appointed actuaries, while 
the SOA survey attracted 491 participants and most of them being actuaries. Both surveys were more heavily represented on the 
life and health insurance company side, 68% in the Tillinghast surveys and 40% from the SOA survey. Now, the SOA survey had 
also a number of consulting firms participating, which may mean that there is some duplication in the answers. Both surveys 
were trying to focus on the North American market and they covered both international and national operations.
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So what is economic capital? Typically, it is defined as follows: sufficient surplus capital to cover potential losses at a given 
risk tolerance level over a specified time horizon. The three elements that are there are very important: how do you define the 
potential losses, what is going to be the risk tolerance level that you will be using, and, over what time horizon? We will talk 
more about this during this session.

Typically, the risk tolerance level is defined as the 95th or the 98th percentile, but that can vary as well, depending on the cir-
cumstances. A picture is always nice to look at. This shows you, for an example of one product, we did a number simulation 
– actually, I’m seeing here, we only see part of it, but we did a number simulation of the present value of future profits and the 
picture here only shows when there were losses. But typically, of course, you would have number scenarios where there were 
positives.

The economic capital is going to be reflected by the negative scenarios. So the question is are you going to take the worse sce-
nario possible? Are you going to take, in this case, this is where we draw the line of the selected risk tolerance level which was 
going to define the level of the economic capital in this particular situation.

What risks should be considered when you determine economic capital? Most often the EC will be calculated, taking into 
account interest rate risk, equity market risk and credit risk. This is the most often risks that are really focused for this kind 
of measurement. But it should also take into account any other material risk the company has to face. It should also take into 
account practicality issues. There are some risks like, for example, operational risks which, obviously, should be taken into 
account, but are perhaps more difficult to measure. So it is a question of balancing maturity and practicality. The underwriting 
risk will include mortality, morbidity as well as lapse.

EC reflects the company’s specific characteristics as opposed to, for example, the regulatory capital, which is more of an industry 
average. EC will reflect your own risk, your own business, your own products.

On the question of time horizon, I was talking about that earlier, I thought it was interesting to see, in the SOA survey there 
doesn’t seem to be any consensus on the definition of the time horizon. To give you an example, 37% of the participants said 
they use a time horizon which is longer than ten years, so we are very much the long-term duration. 24%, on the other hand, 
said they use one year as their time horizon, and another 20% used five years. So, of course, it will depend on the type of bu-
siness, but given the fact that most of the survey participants were from the life and health industry we would have expected a 
little more consensus on that question.

EC will obviously be benchmarked against other solvency standards. The first one that it is compared to is regulatory capital, 
being MCCSR, RBC or whichever country the company is operating. The advantage of EC is that if you have multiple operations 
in different countries sometimes it is difficult to compare because you have different regulatory regimes. So if you base it all on 
the same economic capital formula then it is easier to compare. It is also compared to insurance rating criteria, being Moodys, 
AM Best, or SMP. They all have different formulas, they all look at risk somewhat differently, so it is interesting to compare and 
contrast to that. Other companies will compare it to bond rating criteria and will even look at their competitors’ capital and see 
how their EC compares to that.

Close to half of the SOA survey respondents said, and this was back in 2002, that they were already using the concept of EC 
in their business. Most of them expected EC to have a greater significance going forward. So why would that be? What do they 
do once they have calculated EC? 

In most cases, and this is bullet number two here, they found that EC was useful to demonstrate the management of risk versus 
reward. They found it was their best tool to do that. Also, they found it was useful to demonstrate efficient use of capital, al-
location of capital in the question of capital planning. It was useful to measure performance of different business units. Again, 
different risk if you compare a non-life to life. How do you compare the two? So here you have a common benchmark to do so, 
and it helps to understand where the real shareholder value is being created. More reasons to use it – well it’s very much part 
of the risk management kind of framework that companies have. It is used to determine the overall company risk, because it 
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is used as a tool to measure a risk. So therefore, it is used in the context of ERM, it is used to measure volatility of earnings, to 
measure the different interactions between the different lines of business and it is also used in ALM.

Once you’ve determined the economic capital, a lot of companies will use it for product pricing as opposed to regulatory capital. 
It is used for M&A, and ultimately if a company is willing to disclose the results of the EC they will use it in discussions with 
rating agencies again to compare it to the actual rating agency formula and in discussions with regulators.

Now a few brief comments on key issues by type of risk. I am not going to get into this in a lot of detail, because I know that 
both Doug and Ralph will do that. But on the C-1, just to give you a few thoughts, we tend to look at C-1 as being attached to 
different assets, one asset at a time. But it is important to look at the portfolio as a whole in trying to measure the impact of asset 
concentration. Whereas, if you have too many assets with one insurer, for example, or also to kind of get a credit for a spread 
of risk. If you really spread out your assets with different industries and different insurers perhaps there is less risk of C-1. How 
to measure the flow-through, like if the company doesn’t keep all of the C-1 risk how do you measure how much of that C-1 
you actually pass on to policy holders?

On the C-2 it is important to measure volatility of results, to measure a mis-estimation of the means as well as the impact of 
catastrophic events. Again, the question of flow-through applies here as well. If you have adjustable products, non-guaranteed 
features, how adjustable are the products and how much credit can you really take for these types of products? It’s important to 
group the business into homogenous groups. And to discuss this, I just use the example of a block of disability claims reserved, 
for example in long-term disability or in individual disability, and you can really see that if you have a block like that and if you 
have a group of claims that occurred within the last six months as opposed to a group of claims that occurred 10 to 15 years 
ago, that the volatility of those two blocks of claims will be quite different. So you shouldn’t really look at that portfolio as a 
whole, but really divide the portfolio in homogenous groups.

Lapse risk is also obviously very important for some products that are more lapse sensitive than others, but it should also be 
considered in the context of other events. So if interest rates change over time how much of an impact is that going to have on 
policyholder behaviour?

For C-3 we are used to looking at C-3 and doing scenario testing, deterministic scenario testing, so how much of a credit should 
we take for real ALM, how much ALM we have in place. It is important to consider the impact of minimum guaranteed benefits 
and options in certain products. Interest pricing risk is often not considered in other formulas. It depends on how material 
it will be, it depends how often the products are re-priced and how important it’s going to be for a company. Same thing for 
liquidity risks. 

Operational risk, as I said before, is a difficult one to measure. Very often what is done for operational risk is kind of a gross-up 
factor to where you have measured your risk for C-1, C-2, C-3 and so on, and you would just be grossing-up your economic 
capital to take into account operational risk. Finally, you should take into account diversification of risk from having different 
businesses and different portfolios, and I’ll come back to that.

Now, when we surveyed, we asked people how satisfied they were with their own ability and capability with regards to meas-
urement and monitoring of economic capital, attribution of capital to business segments, to properly assess both financial and 
non-financial risk, to stochastically model important risk, and to include operational risk in their economic capital. Generally 
it was found that people had low satisfaction with their ability to do so. So although they are using EC it is still very much in 
development, and everyone seemed to find that there is quite a few challenges in implementation.

Maybe I should go back. I wanted to mention a few more things about attribution of capital to business segments. We asked 
questions about how companies do this and I thought it was interesting to see again different approaches that are taken. In 28% 
of the cases, what companies will do is they will calculate EC at the product level and then they will sum all the products they 
have, and they will call this their enterprise economic capital. In 20% of the cases the companies will do both. They will do the 
EC at the product level, they will do EC at the enterprise level, then they will compare the two. So if the enterprise, for example, 
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shows 20% less economic capital then they will adjust the EC for each product by 20% to reflect it that way. Another 20% just 
calculate the EC at the company level, and they allocate in some fashion to each one of the business segments.

Now, what models are used or how is the EC determined? There is different ways to do so, obviously, and there should be, 
depending on the risk that you are looking at. For interest rate risk, most often it will be used with stochastic modelling. 
Companies will generate like 1,000 scenarios to look at credit risk and default and equity volatility, they find it is the best way 
to do so. But for risks like mortality and morbidity, they will tend to use deterministic scenarios. Some companies are starting 
to do stochastic modelling of mortality, but more often deterministic scenarios are still used for that. The formulaic approach 
is basically what they use for operational risk in some cases where if they do a gross-up factor, for example, that is kind of a 
formula that they have developed over time. And I added here historical review, because in many cases when they don’t have 
sophisticated models to determine certain risk they just look historically what their expense has been, how much volatility they 
have had and that is how they determine their level of risk, if you want.

The metrics that are used also will vary depending on the approach that you take. The example I was showing earlier was using 
a value at risk type of approach with a risk tolerance which is like a specified percentile level. But depending on the distribution, 
it may be preferable to use a tail value at risk with the CTE type of approach, which we all know, or others will use what they 
call economic costs of ruin. And what that is essentially is the sum of the product of the, you have the value, the loss that you 
may have, times the probability of the loss to attach to that. So that gives you a different flavour, again, on the measurement of 
risk. And finally, for risk tolerance, some will just use the multiple of a standard deviation as their risk tolerance level.

Just in closing, I just wanted to add a few more comments on diversification and how do you recognize the portfolio effect or 
the diversification benefit of the various risks that you have. In the SOA survey, 62% of the participants said they do take it into 
account. Now that means that they can either do it through a simple formula, or they will actually model the diversification risk. 
In our own survey we found that in 31% of the cases this risk was actually, I mean this credit, if you want, was actually mod-
eled. And this is just a picture to show. In this example, we have a company that has various entities or like a multinational, so 
it shows the actual capital they have compared to the EC they have for each entity. So, at the group level the EC is not the sum 
necessarily of each EC for each entity, because there is a diversification benefit which comes from natural hedges that you have 
in your portfolio. This benefit can be quite significant actually - in some cases, it can be up to 50% of your EC.

So that ends my remarks. I will now ask Doug to come and speak to you about his experience at Sun Life.

Speaker Douglas W. Brooks: Alright thanks, Hélène. As Hélène mentioned, I am going to talk about what we are doing at 
Sun Life, and what I will say right at the start is that this is something that is in the defining and building stage as opposed to 
something that is completed and implemented. So I will be talking about it from that point of view - some of the issues that we 
are working through. We have various components of the approach in place for some risks but we, at this stage, do not have 
an aggregate model for economic capital that is used as a performance basis.

So, as I said, we are in the process of building this. We do intend to very much use economic capital as a performance measure-
ment basis for the organization. The process is underway and, I am going to go through some of the things, both that we are 
doing, and some of the issues that we are working with.

I will talk briefly about economic capital in life companies. Hélène has covered a lot of that, so I am not going to talk very much 
about it. Some of the steps to determine the economic capital and the issues that result from some of those steps, and I will talk 
about a few specific ones, touch on some of the uses, one or two things in particular, and regulatory versus economic capital. 
And I think the whole issue of regulatory and economic capital is particularly important for companies that are international, and 
companies that are affected by OSFI’s proposed changes in the holding company regime. Bernard Dupont and I will be talking 
about OSFI’s changes to holding company capital requirements tomorrow morning and what that means for life companies. One 
of the consequences, I think, is that to the extent that OSFI does not have as prescribed rules for MCCSR at a holding company 
level it will be very important for companies to have their own understanding of risk at that level. So, I think economic capital 
is something that fits into that need from a business point of view.
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The other thing I want to touch on is the whole issue of model risk. I think it is very important from a number of perspectives, 
but as you consider and build economic capital models that you are relying on for various purposes, it is very important to 
understand the risks that are inherent in the models.

The rationale for having a common measurement process is relatively straightforward. And again, Hélène has touched on some 
of these things, but it is very important for a company to understand its solvency and its viability. Companies can rely on regula-
tory capital requirements and gain some comfort to the extent that they have sufficient regulatory capital, but that doesn’t take 
away the onus for companies to understand their own risks. And again, economic capital is an approach to understanding the 
risk that your company takes. In a lot of cases it may well be that the regulatory capital is more conservative than an economic 
capital approach might tell you, but there are things that are not considered in regulatory capital requirements and it is very 
important for companies to understand the true risk that they are taking.

Having a common measurement tool also enables you to have a consistent understanding of risk and return across different 
types of risks. Again, relying on a regulatory capital formula to determine what the returns are will not give you as effective a 
risk adjustment return. So if you really want to make decisions on where to allocate capital from a risk adjustment point of view, 
you need a measure that reflects all risks appropriately and consistently.

Hélène touched on diversification, understanding the impact of diversification on the overall risk, and I’ll talk a little bit more 
about that later. Similar to some of the other things I have said, understanding the contributions of businesses to the value, are 
they creating or destroying value for your shareholders or other stakeholders.

I will talk a little bit about what I call here appropriate arbitrage of regulatory capital, and I will talk a little bit more about that 
later. I think there is a place for appropriate arbitrage, and I am careful to use the word “appropriate” there. And as I said, I will 
touch on that a little bit later.

Also, as I mentioned earlier, with OSFI’s changes to holding company requirements with changes and international developments 
with respect to capital, I think it is important that companies understand what the implications of some of those directions 
will be, and to the extent possible, influence of regulatory direction as capital standards or requirements are being developed 
internationally. Also, having a common measurement basis does allow consistent disclosure, although disclosure will tend to 
sort of follow the internal development and you are going to want to be very confident obviously with what you are producing 
and using internally before you are disclosing too much based on that.

So again, economic capital does represent a common risk measure. It needs to be comprehensive and cover all risk types, both 
financial, including, as Hélène mentioned, equity interest, credit risk, various - I refer to them as insurance risks - I think Hélène 
used the term underwriting risk – but mortality, morbidity, policyholder behaviour and so on. But also importantly, operational 
risk. To rely on a capital measure means you have to be confident that you are including all material risks. It does, again, allow 
a consistent approach. In the past, certainly from my experience, we have tended to measure risk really on a risk-by-risk basis 
and using different approaches in the past and understanding perhaps the returns in that context. But there hasn’t necessarily 
been a consistent basis for measurement. Hélène talked about the issues of time horizon, the level, and I will also touch on 
some of those things a little bit more.

Hélène used a very similar diagram to this but, again, the concept of economic capital is that you develop a risk distribution 
for the total aggregate risks that the company is facing, and then choose a level - my diagram is flipped sort of compared to 
Hélène’s - but the far right of the distribution here would represent the level of economic capital that you want, and basically 
related to a level of financial strength that you want to achieve. And I have illustrated it here in sort of rating agency terms. Do 
you want to be A, AA, AAA strength? Whatever level you choose will then obviously determine the level of economic capital 
that you believe is sufficient for your particular purposes.

There are a number of steps involved in developing an economic capital model and I am not going to talk about all of these in 
detail, but it is very important to, one, identify all the various risks to which the company is exposed. Hélène has outlined the 
sort of high-level categories of risks, and it is important to understand the elements of those and the exposures that exist, the 
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direct exposures, things like embedded options in products and so on, to make sure all of those things are captured and then to 
model them. And again, those can be modelled in different ways, depending on the materiality of the risk, the type of risk, the 
shape of the distribution and so on. So a risk-by-risk determination and then an aggregation, and there are various approaches 
that can be used for aggregation. As Hélène mentioned earlier, it can be, the impact of aggregation of correlations can be very 
significant and I will touch on that briefly in a few minutes as well.

I am not going to talk about the allocation issue, except mentioning that obviously if you are going to use it as a performance 
measurement basis it is a very important part of the whole process, including how to allocate the benefits of diversification and 
so on. As I mentioned earlier, we are at the stage where we are building the economic capital model. We are not yet using it, so 
this is something that we haven’t fully come to grips with at this point. Once it is in place, then it can be used as a measure of 
risk adjusted return and performance measurement and, as I said, that is the direction that we are heading.

There are a number of different issues, and these aren’t all of them by any means, but as I alluded to, there are different ap-
proaches, different modelling approaches that can be used and that is appropriate to use for different risks - time horizon level, 
the CTE versus a percentile approach. I will talk about some of these things in just a little bit more detail. But there are a host of 
issues to wrestle through, and there aren’t common approaches as would have been, you know, alluded to by Hélène with some 
of the survey results from the survey work that has been done. There aren’t common approaches for a lot of these questions. To 
talk briefly about a couple of them, methodology on a, and now I’m talking about on a risk-by-risk basis, it is necessary once 
a risk has been identified to develop a model of a distribution of that risk. It may be appropriate to use different approaches 
based on, as I said, materiality of a risk, possibly based on data availability and so on. It can be appropriate to be use different 
approaches, simplifying assumptions and so on.

However, I would say it’s necessary to use stochastic modelling where there is significant tail risk. I don’t think it is good enough 
to use an approximate approach if there is material tail risk as there is in the case of embedded options, segregated fund guar-
antees, interest rate guarantees and products, policyholder options, and so on. To the extent that they are material, they need 
to be modelled and understood. So we use stochastic modelling for interest rate risk, for equity risk. We are developing an 
approach on credit risk using stochastic modelling at an aggregate level. However, for mortality, mortality is not something that 
for us is in the same category, it’s a diversifiable risk. There are some concentration issues in-group for example, but we don’t 
believe that, from a materiality point of view, that it is necessary to stochastically model mortality. And Ralph will be talking 
about their experience and of course, in that case, mortality has a very different magnitude, so different approaches may be 
appropriate or required.

However, as I said, in our case mortality is not something that we believe requires stochastic modelling. We will probably do 
some limited stochastic modelling to validate, but then use a model distribution rather than stochastic modelling on a regular 
basis. In some cases it may be appropriate to rely on regulatory factors to the extent that the factors are reasonable I think and 
the risk is not material, it may be fine to rely on a regulatory factor. Hélène talked about operational risk and I will talk a bit 
more about that, but benchmarking or historical approaches may be appropriate for something like that.

Time horizon and level, and by Level I mean the level that you choose as your level of adequacy, are interrelated. Time horizon for 
a life company, obviously with long-term liabilities, it’s very important to ensure that the full length of the policies be modelled. 
That doesn’t necessarily mean that you have to stochastically model the full length of the policy liability, but it does mean that 
you have to fully reflect, if you are choosing a shorter horizon, one year or five years, you have to fully reflect in that the liability 
at the end of that period, which would require stochastic modelling to the extent that there is significant tail risk involved.

So the time horizon will likely be something that is chosen based on practical considerations, you know, how can you model 
it, what are the means you are going to use to model it, how much computer runtime does it take. Some of these things, as 
you know, take enormous amounts of runtime. To the extent that a shorter time horizon is chosen, if a one-year time horizon 
for example is chosen, which would give a measure that is more consistent with say a rating agency approach, a rating agency 
may tend to say an AA company is about a 99.95% rating or risk level, that would apply in a one-year. If you are doing a ten 
year horizon, you may use 99.5% or some lower measure is appropriate, but it’s important to understand that if you’re using a 
shorter time horizon there is also going to be more uncertainty and that may in effect require a higher level. Again, the level that 
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a company chooses will depend on the level of risk that they are willing to take and how they portray that risk to their various 
stakeholders, and based on their interactions with the rating agencies and regulators and so on.

In terms of whether, and our thinking on the issue of percentile versus CTE or other methods, it is very important that whatever 
measures used appropriately reflect the risk. In our case, we do have substantial exposure through products like seg fund products, 
veritable(ph) Moody products in the US, other products with substantial interest rate risk level, UL products for example, level 
C, OIUL(ph) products, that type of thing. We think it is very important to capture and ensure that we are capturing the risk in 
the tails of the distribution, therefore we believe a CTE basis is appropriate and that is the direction that we are taking.

If you use a percentile approach, again, the level chosen should reflect the fact that there is a bit more uncertainty to the extent 
that there is tail risk and so on.

Hélène mentioned the issue of pass-through of risk. Many insurance products, particularly participating products, have high 
levels of risk pass-through, and it is important that those things be recognized. It is also very important to ensure that the ability 
to pass-through in extreme situations be properly taken into account. Because when we are looking at economic capital you are 
looking at the tail of the distribution, and it’s appropriate, important to assess the ability to pass-through in that context, which 
may be different than in a day to day context where you may have effectively full pass-through in extreme situations that ability 
may be lessened and that needs to be recognized.

Operational risk, I just wanted to talk about for a minute. I think operational risk is an extremely important risk. If you look at 
failures of companies virtually all of the problems may manifest themselves as financial problems, or I guess they all do, sort of 
by definition in order for a company to fail it has to have financial problems, but the roots of them are almost always operational, 
and for a whole variety of reasons. There may be control breakdowns, there may be improper sort of transfer of risk or there 
may be an intended transfer of risk that doesn’t take place. But if you look at it, the processes, the systems, the people are the 
important, are the root causes of a lot of these issues and it’s very important then that you don’t just model the financial risk 
and ignore operational risk.

Having said that, I think it’s very difficult to model operational risk for a life company in particular. Companies like banks, for 
example, that are largely transactional businesses can model, can collect data because of the number of transactions, understand 
errors and customer complaints, those types of measures that have sort of current relevance in terms of developing an opera-
tional risk number. Those types of measures may not work for life companies because of the long-term nature of the liability. 
By the time you are getting customer complaints or errors you may have ten years worth of business on the books. So relying 
on current measures doesn’t mean they are not important. They are obviously important from a management point of view, but 
perhaps not as a basis for developing an operational risk measure.

Looking at other companies’ experiences, historical experiences obviously can give some level of comfort with developing an 
operational risk number, but the environment can change, particularly when you are looking at regulatory risk. Certainly speak-
ing from our experience we have had some issues in the US over the last year where practices that we and others in the industry 
had done for years were called into question and regulatory penalties imposed. Those things are very hard to model or predict 
political risk, if you are operating internationally, in particular. So it’s very important to make sure that operational risk is included 
in the measurement system, but it may be very difficult to model and it may be necessary to use various benchmarking means. 
And the question at the bottom of the slide, I guess from my perspective, it’s not necessarily worth a lot of investment to try and 
build an elaborate model. Having said that, it is very important to make sure that this element is included, not ignored.

Hélène talked about aggregation, diversification. This is something that is important to do and understand. If you have read 
the IAA working group paper they recommend using copulas. I am not an expert on copulas. However, that is the approach we 
are intending to use. Fortunately, I have a couple of people working for me who are experts. I do think that it’s very important 
to again, given that we are looking at the tails of the distribution when we are looking at developing economic capital it’s very 
important to make sure that you don’t rely on observed correlations that are over a different range, that you are looking at 
extreme situations. But you may be able to develop correlation factors based on experience, but you need to question whether 
those correlations will hold-up in the extremes. You may, for example, develop correlations of interest rate and equity risk that 
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hold-up over the majority of the time, but may well not fully hold-up, so it’s very important to make sure you know what you 
are relying on. Something like mortality may be relatively easy to develop factors for, because it is not likely connected with 
interest rate or equity risk even in extreme scenarios.

I wanted to talk a little bit about regulatory capital and the interaction with economic capital. In the interest of time, I will just 
skip to a couple of pages dealing with regulatory versus economic capital. Again, obviously when you calculate economic capital 
you are going to come up with a different number than a regulatory capital requirement that you are required to hold. That does 
create a basis for arbitrage. Some arbitrages are appropriate and some are not. This chart is illustrative based on some prototyping 
work that I have done of regulatory versus economic capital. The circles – the pie charts – are intentionally of different sizes. 
When we have modelled economic capital it has come out fairly materially lower than regulatory capital. Hélène mentioned 
that the impact of correlation diversification could be as high as 50%. We have modelled that on a relatively conservative basis. 
If you assume that MCCSR is correct and then model the correlations, you know, we have had reductions in the 25% to 35% 
range again on what we viewed as a relatively conservative basis.

However regulatory capital doesn’t explicitly reflect operational risk. That is on the right hand side on the red section sort of 
represents risks like operational risks that are not explicitly included in regulatory capital. Also, mortality or insurance risk 
here, when we have modelled it, is substantially less than in the regulatory capital formula and that is because of the large base 
and the extent of diversification across the insurance type risks. These two charts just illustrate this appropriate versus inap-
propriate arbitrage of regulatory capital. I think the goal is to try and bring your economic capital to the same level as your 
regulatory capital. The first two bars illustrate regulatory capital requirement, and the second column represents economic. 
What I would like to do is reshape the business one way or another so that the two become equal. My regulatory and economic 
become equal so that I’m optimizing the use of my capital. If I go with the situation represented by the first two bars then I’m 
sub-optimizing the use of my capital, I am not taking sufficient risk effectively in order to generate the type of return that the 
market would demand. If I bring the two into sync then, assuming efficient markets, I should be able to achieve a return on 
my regulatory capital.

It is inappropriate, on the other hand, to take more risk than the regulatory capital than you are required to hold. So, it would be 
inappropriate to find risks that aren’t represented in the regulatory capital formula, sort of load up on those, and then effectively 
not hold sufficient capital. That is assuming that you are only holding the regulatory capital. So, that is one of the uses of economic 
capital to understand how it relates to regulatory and then make sure you are making efficient use of regulatory capital.

The last issue I just wanted to touch on very briefly is the issue of model risk. As I said, I think model risk is important in a 
whole variety of contexts but, particularly as you are developing economic capital to the extent you are going to rely on it, it is 
very important to understand the risks inherent in the use of models, particularly as we build more and more complex models. 
There are a number of issues around model risk and I won’t go through this list of sort of some of the components of model risk, 
except to say that it is important to make sure that you have identified each type of risk and ensured that you have dealt with it. 
I did want to give a brief example. Hélène used a number of 1,000 scenarios and I have forgotten exactly where along the line 
one of her illustrations of what companies are doing, and that I believe is the requirement right now for seg fund modelling, 
that there be at least 1,000 scenarios. However, if you just rely on that and use 1,000 scenarios, the sort of right hand portion of 
this there are red dotted lines going up and down and to the right of the last that represents runs of 1,000 scenarios each, and 
different CTE levels are shown, so the top one is at a 95% CTE. And so what that shows is that purely the modelling difference 
of using 1,000 scenarios can create substantial noise, you know, without using exactly the same model. This chart illustrates it 
a bit differently and it shows the relative error, assuming that 10,000 runs gives you the right result which, you know, is pretty 
close. If you look again on the right hand side you can see that from one period to another you could have a difference of up to 
15% purely because of the number of scenarios you are running, nothing to do with the model, the assumptions and so on.

So that was a picture. When I saw that, that kind of struck me and made it very clear in my mind that to the extent we are 
relying on models we need to make sure we understand the risks, and one of the elements of that is just making sure that you 
are using enough runs to eliminate what can be pretty material model noise. Here was just a list of principles, ways of ensuring 
that you are eliminating or at least reducing model risk.
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With that, I will turn it over to Ralph. Thanks.

Speaker Ralph Ovsec: Good morning, everyone. Just before we start, I want to tell you a little story. I was sitting at the airport 
at the lounge with my Swiss Re colleague, Michael Smith, in the airport lounge and, as you found out this morning, he is the 
director of the Bermudian Ball Hockey League. We were sitting at the airport and – it’s a beautiful terminal, terminal one – and 
we were at the one end of the row and at the other end there was these two younger guys, they were having this conversation 
back and forth and every once in a while the conversation would get a little bit more animated. As it turns out, it was a golfer 
and his caddy. I think they were on the Canadian tour and they were heading out to Victoria where they have a tournament 
this week.

The conversation started getting a little animated and every once in a while it would get very loud and then hush hush hush 
hush and then very loud again. But it was really interesting. The loud parts you kind of key in on because they are just so 
special. I caught bits and pieces of the conversation, and at one point the golfer says in kind of a loud voice, “Well, if I miss 
the cut in Victoria I am going to throw myself into the ocean and drown myself.” And the caddy obviously frustrated from the 
last tournament says, “Do you think you can hold your head down for that long?” …(laughter)… So then the golfer said, “You 
know, on the last hole, you know, I was at 190 yards, do you think I could have gotten there with a five-iron?” And the caddy 
says back to him, “Yeah, eventually.” …(laughter)… And then the last comment that I picked up just before security got there, 
…(laughter)… the golfer was very frustrated at this point and, as you can tell, this conversation was not going well between the 
two of them. The golfer says to the caddy, “You’ve got to be the worst caddy in the world.” And the caddy fires back at him, he 
says, “I don’t think so, that would be too much of a coincidence.” ...(laughter)...

Anyway, this morning I thought I would share with you some of the work that the Swiss Re Group has done in respect of 
economic capital, and how we might be applying it across the Swiss Re Group. The perspective I am coming from, as Doug 
mentioned, is from a reinsurance perspective where our major risk is mortality. In Canada, for example, we don’t have SPDAs 
with book value, cash-outs and things like that. Our risk is primarily mortality.

I am going to talk about our economic basis evaluation. I am going to talk about how it might apply to our three operating 
units, which are a life unit, a non-life unit – and this is global by the way – the non-life or the property and casualty unit, and 
our investment division. And lastly, I am going to comment about the generation of our risk factors for economic capital.

So what I am going to talk about is a very simplified and shortened version of what we actually do. It is still in its very embryonic 
stages. The Swiss Re has initiated a study to look at the business on an economic basis. Again, it is going to allow us to look at 
the different operations in a consistent manner, includes our life operations, our non-life for P&C operations, and our investment 
operations. What we are doing will also address some of the shortfalls that is inherent in the embedded value evaluation of our 
business that we do. We are also keen to set appropriate performance targets for our investment division for COM purposes 
since a total return basis for performance measurement is not necessarily appropriate for assets backing insurance liabilities, or 
at least life insurance liabilities.

Now it wouldn’t be appropriate to discuss economic capital without discussion of evaluation of the liabilities as well. We first 
begin by assigning a value to the liabilities. We define this as the market value of the best estimate cash flows, including ex-
penses, on a pre-tax basis. These cash flows are discounted using a risk free spot curve assuming perfect matching of assets and 
liabilities. We then load this up by the economic value of the tax bill we expect to pay, because the taxes are a realistic cash flow 
item. There is a lot more to this, but I am going to keep it simple.

Studies of our business were done in London and our Zurich offices where the product of the work was a generation of these 
appropriate risk factors. Through stochastic testing of our business, factors were developed to determine the economic capital 
that we need. Similar to the way total seg fund balance sheet requirements are calculated in Canada, you know roughly speaking 
it is at a CTE or CTE X% level, expressing some degree of confidence that this is a capital that you need to avoid ruin.

At Swiss Re Life & Health, again, we have a very simple business model and that is mortality. That is the largest component of 
the risk that we are trying to cover, certainly on the life and health side. In our project, we have identified a number of levels of 
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capital and each has different costs associated with it, depending on the amount of risk it is exposed to. That influences the return 
the shareholder expects and hence the ROE or IRR that we are expected to produce. We have identified the economic reserves 
we need to hold. Then we need to build up our capital requirements from which we are going to determine our capital costs.

There are a number of components of capital. We have associated different capital costs to each for reasons, which will become 
more evident later on. The first component is the economic capital which we have determined using our stochastic processes 
and CTEs. Unless the capital is truly at risk here, that is the capital that should get the highest risk charge. However, there are 
a number of levels of capital that we need to account for and Doug has brought this up as well.

First, we’ve got statutory reserves. These will be higher than your economic liabilities and in some cases significantly higher. All 
you need to do is to consider the amount of MfADs that you are carrying in your reserves. This capital isn’t free, there is a cost 
associated with it. However, it is not necessarily capital that is at risk. If you think about embedded value process on a pre-tax 
basis – and I’m digressing for just a minute here – the value of your in-force block of business is simply a discounted value of 
the cash flows plus the discounted value of the reserves. In that context, reserves really represent just a renting of capital and 
you have to have a charge for that, and that is what we are doing here.

We need to consider the rating agency capital, that is the capital of the rating agencies feels is the appropriate level that you 
should be running at. Rating agency approval influences your ability to write future new business, and to hold onto existing 
business.

Lastly, we need to consider local solvency capital, that is the local level of capital that is required to operate in Canada. This is 
generally higher than 150% MCCSR that OSFI has publicized.

So throughout this presentation I am going to assume that we are operating in Canada only in order to preserve relationships 
between the various levels of capital. I have assumed that stat reserves are higher than economic liabilities, that rating agency 
capital is greater than our economic capital, and that regulatory capital is greater than rating agency capital. So pictorially, it 
looks something like this. We start with our economic liabilities, and this is just the building-up. We start with our economic 
liabilities, we layer statutory reserves on, then we have our economic capital, our rating agency capital, and then finally our 
regulatory capital. Each of these levels of capital has risks associated with it and the risks are very different.

We account for this by associating a cost to each of them, and we will call this cost our frictional cost. It is much like the cost 
of capital; you calculate when you are doing embedded values. You know, the accountants are getting used to, or are starting 
to understand embedded values, so we thought we would throw a little curve at them and start calling it frictional capital. You 
know, at the highest level we have identified three sources of frictional costs. We’ve got agency costs, we’ve got cost of financial 
distress, and we’ve got our regulatory capital costs. Again, I am not going to spend a whole lot of time discussing this and how 
they are all determined. But, at a high level, these are the costs that we are all familiar with.

Agency cost, as you see for risk that if you think about other capital formulas, cost of financial distress is what your MfADs and 
your assumptions are intended to cover. And lastly, your regulatory capital costs are the costs associated with your regulatory 
reserves and capital that we need to hold. Again, I am assuming that regulatory capital in Canada is higher than the capital you 
need to hold on say an S&P basis.

So agency cost and the cost of financial distress are calculated based on risk-bearing capital, while the regulatory capital costs 
are based on regulatory capital. The risk-bearing capital is the stochastic capital that I have discussed earlier.

So there is an overall capital cost associated with holding excess capital over what you need to meet your liabilities. Some of 
it is at risk and some of it is not. The capital that is at risk is your risk-bearing capital. Again, it is the capital that you need in 
excess of your economic liabilities to ensure with X% confidence that you will be around to write business next year and the 
year after that and the year after that. Once again, it is the agency cost and the cost of financial distress, and each of these has 
separate factors. These factors can be, you can vary these factors by line of business, you can vary these factors by territory. 
So another source of capital cost is the regulatory capital cost or rating agency cost. It is represented by the excess of statutory 
capital and reserves over economic liabilities.
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We don’t feel there is a risk associated with this, but it is capital that can’t be used elsewhere. It is tied up and it represents 
compensation for the restrictions, these requirements placed on the capital. Really, it is a liquidity charge. So that charge should 
be lower than the risk charge, because there wasn’t a risk associated. We don’t feel there is the same risk associated with it. 
The insurance company must either wait for the business to run off, or sell the business in order to utilize that capital. If you 
consider the size of your MfADs and the perceived excess of Canadian capital over realistic capital produced by your internal 
models, the amounts can be very significant. So our charge for regulatory capital therefore is less than our charge for capital 
exposed to risk.

In summary, we establish a reserve for the liabilities on an economic basis using our expected cash flows, and market rates of 
interest. Everything else is a capital item. Some capital is at risk, while some is not. Reserves are a form of capital, but the charge 
really is a liquidity charge, not a pure risk charge. And that is a short synopsis of the major components of our economic capital 
project. It is a lot more complicated than what I have discussed here, that was just a brief history of what we are doing with 
economic capital at our company. Now, is it better than embedded values? I think so, although I might not admit this to my 
colleagues in London or in Zurich. This economic capital exercise that we have gone through is a tremendously complicated 
and intellectually challenging and stimulating exercise, but it is very very difficult to implement.

Now, just on embedded values for a minute, EVs do address things like own credit risk and options, either implicitly, inaccurately 
or not at all. Our economic capital project identifies all the risks explicitly, which I think is very good, and risk charges that 
allow you to use risk charges that are appropriate to the business. EVs by contrast tend to use only one rate of discount which 
translates into one risk charge or one capital charge. So it allows you to value non-life or P&C business on a consistent basis.

The last thing, as a side light of our economic value project as we call it, it sets asset benchmarks for evaluation of assets and 
performance benchmarks and targets for those who manage your investments.

Thanks for your attention. At this time, I will turn it back to Hélène.

Moderator Pouliot: We have almost run out of time, but I would like to open the floor for questions. If you have questions, 
please come to one of the microphones and identify yourself. Any questions?

Ty Faulds: Doug and Ralph, neither of you addressed the lapse risk very much. I think at the CLIFR session yesterday we were 
discussing the impact that a credit change could have on the lapse risk itself, and I think we have seen instances where that has 
happened in the past where you do get a bit of a run on your lapses fairly quickly from a not that dramatic of a scenario. Have 
either of you tried to model that kind of impact and what have you found out?

Speaker Brooks: I will start. Yes, I didn’t specifically mention lapse risk, but it certainly is an important component of our overall 
approach to both economic capital and also risk management in general. We have a risk categorization framework that we use 
that includes four broad categories of risk: market risk; credit risk, which includes not just sort of investment credit related risk, 
but any counter party sort of exposure, and what we call insurance risk, and insurance for us includes mortality and morbidity 
policyholder behaviour, so it is very much a component of that. Particularly, as you alluded to, for certain types of products.

So we have modelled that. In a lot of cases it is very difficult to model because products are evolving and so potential policyholder 
behaviour is unknown. It is also obviously correlated with some of the economic assumptions, interest rate levels in particular. 
So we have modelled it, have certainly validated. It can be very material and we do reflect it in our measures. As you said, I 
didn’t explicitly allude to it, but it is certainly very much a part of our framework.

Speaker Ovsec: Yes, from a re-insurance perspective our major risk is mortality, but we do have a lapse risk. As a re-insurer I 
don’t think we would have a run on the bank scenario, but certainly if our ratings went down it may affect our ability to gener-
ate future new business. All companies, risk managers, chief risk officers are cognizant of that. Cognizant of risk concentration 
in the, cognizant of the ratings of the companies that they are reinsuring, that they are placing reinsurance with. Our overall 
stochastic modelling framework does say well this is the amount of capital that you need to operate at, or the economic capital 
that you need for the ruin scenario, but then there is this liquidity charge that, and you peg that liquidity charge against where 
it’s related to the level of capital that you need to maintain a certain rating.
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And all of our modelling does take into account the lapses and the lapse scenarios when those factors were developed. They were 
all developed overseas and we don’t know what they, everything that went into them, but I know that lapses were considered.

Moderator Pouliot: Other questions? I know we are getting hungry and there is a reception, but we have time for one more 
question. Any takers?

Well, thank you very much for coming.

…(applause)…


